
Scottish Rifle Team to Australia 2010
Tour report by Alan Haggerty

The New South Wales Rifle  Association kindly invited a team from Scotland to compete in a 
special match to help celebrate their sesquicentenary in 2010, an invitation which was keenly taken 
up with the appointment of David Hossack as Captain, as he had had some experience of team 
competition with the Chairman of NSWRA, it being exactly ten years since he led a winning team 
of Scots to Sydney. The team consisted of the following members:

Captain: David Hossack
Adjutant: Alan Haggerty
Treasurer: Hamish Hunter (who else?)
Rupert Elvins, Sandy Gill, Jo Hossack, Kenny McDonald, Dave Parkinson, Jacqui Rankin, Richard 
Scott,  Eilidh Stewart,  Chris Sutherland, Henry Watson, Mark Wrigley, and honorary Scot Mick 
Barr.

For travel purposes we split into two main groups setting out from London and Glasgow due to 
meet up in Dubai, although such is the diaspora of Scottish shooting that some joined us from their 
homes in Bahrain, Singapore and Australia itself.

Saturday 28th August
The London party arrived at Bisley and began the tedious process of weighing and packing bags. 
After exchanging views on baggage allowances, much use of bathroom and other sorts of weighing 
technology, a consensus was reached and all the cases, boxes and bags came in just under the magic 
figure. 

This was followed by a very good dinner in the ATRC where they had thoughtfully decorated our 
table with an Australian Trophy. It was a delightful evening in the company of some of the Army 
TRC stalwarts. Bisley being such a small world, one young lady in the club asked us if we could 
return some shoes to Jacqui when we meet up in Sydney!

Sunday 29th

We were collected from the North London Rifle Club by a coach to take us to Heathrow, where our 
first candidate for the seemingly inevitable prat hat was not long in revealing himself; Henry got off 
the bus but his carry-on bag didn't. Sadly his pursuit of the coach, arms akimbo was not caught on 
film. Happily, the bus company answered the phone and Henry and his bag were soon reunited.

Check-in and customs clearance  went  very smoothly.  Future  adjutants  should  take note of  the 
immense power that a pre-printed and previously emailed sheet of all the rifles and owners' details 
can have to any administrative system; even customs were grateful.

The London and Glasgow parties were successfully united in Dubai and set off together for the next 
leg of the journey. 

Arrival in Melbourne was uneventful, the bags were efficiently located and taken off while two of 
us  went  off  with the  first  batch of  rifles to  smooth the way with Customs who only had one 
qualified inspector at 2:00 am, so it all took time, but once again the power of the helpful pre-
printed list weaved its magic. 

We were met by Greg Phelan who had very generously driven all the way down from Stawell to 
meet us, and by Rupert and Chris, our 'native' guides. 
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We quickly acquired our buses and were soon packing our kit into them, when it became clear that 
the luggage collecting had been rather too efficient and we had collected one bag that wasn't ours! 
Having sorted that out we finally reached our beds at 3.30am local time.

Monday 30th    

There wasn't one; mostly boredom and sleep on the massive Airbus A380 apart from the Captain 
having been observed dancing in his seat to Baloo’s song in the film of Jungle Book!!

Tuesday 31st 
Total number of the team who made it in time for breakfast – 3. The Captain clearly thought this not 
enough and managed to set off the fire alarm to rouse the others, either that or he has a thing for 
firemen with big axes! Sadly another great photo opportunity was lost.

Otherwise, it was a day of relaxation, recovery, a delightful informal team lunch on the pier and 
entertaining the locals by trying to buy tickets on the tram into town, discovering that the machines 
don't take notes, and that even with donations from the bemused locals we only had coins enough 
for 4 of the 6 travelling.

Wednesday 1st September
A day of leisure followed by meeting up with Rupert and his wife, formerly Juliet McEachran, 
daughter of Colin (and of course another Scottish shooter), and our first team dinner. After dinner 
some addressed the jet lag issue by dancing, having met up with Jennifer Charlton, another shooter 
who happened to be on a layover from her work as an Emirates Air hostess; some drank a tinny or 
three and some went to bed early. 

Thursday 2nd 
Breakfast was well attended with only Sandy failing to appear, and he had gone to bed earlier than 
anyone! The afternoon was spent 10-pin bowling. Henry having gone off sightseeing with a cousin, 
in search of the Mornington Croissant, left us with even numbers for the 2 teams. Eilidh confidently 
announced that she was quite good at this, and so she was, with top score by 1 from Sandy and the 
Adj's “surprisingly elegant” style.  Mick captained the winning side, and was duly presented by the 
captain with a magnificent and tasteful gold trophy, thoughtfully procured by Dave Parkinson (a 
pack of three for a dollar!) 

                                              Mick being presented with the winning ten pin bowling trophy
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The evening was spent most enjoyably at Rupert and Juliet's lovely home. After hearing where she 
had been putting ointment on sick chickens, we were happy to see that Rupert had been doing the 
majority of the cooking! 

Friday 3rd

Set out early for Ballarat, only leaving one bag behind! At Sovereign Hill we had to change into our 
Victorian costumes for our night in the museum. Chris joined us there, plus the missing bag.

This  must  be  the  most  photographed  shooting  team ever.  We  shall  be  appearing  in  countless 
Japanese homes and photo albums following our walk round the goldfields. The team photograph 
was taken after tea and will be the first such team photo since the real Victorian era to hang on the 
hallowed walls of the NLRC, and certainly the museum’s redcoat is unlikely to be asked to repeat 
his pose with any other visitors.

The team photograph

              
            The girls showing their modesty                                                                Panning for gold, there really was some!
We were royally entertained by our guide who not only cast gold for us, but spun so many yarns 
through dinner that it was soon apparent that he was inventing many of them! We had our own back 
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when Dave explained that the Apple Charlotte was named after the wife of George III,  Queen 
Apple. Jacqui was completely star struck that he was really an actor and had played 6 parts in 
Neighbours. 

                                   
            Pouring gold                                       The captain carving!                           The terrible two are all ears!

A quiet drink completed the evening for most, although some were persuaded by Chris to sample 
the local nightlife and Jaeger bombs in downtown Ballarat, and where Baloo was unleashed on the 
dance floor. 

Saturday 4th 
We awoke to find that David the rain god had struck again. Four inches of rain fell overnight and it 
continued through the morning. After breakfast we were invited to a look behind the scenes, and 
then we departed for Stawell, and the rifle ranges.  We drove there through the worst floods they 
had seen for at least ten years, coincidentally the last time a Scotland team led by David visited 
Australia! 

Sunday 5th

Early-ish start - at least by previous standards. The main thing was that the sun was shining, not 
particularly warmly, but it was at least sunshine. Lew Horwood guided us to the range and we split 
into groups based on a return match of the bowling teams. It was wet though, and more than one 
van had to be rescued from the mud.

                  
           The adj and his stranded vehicle                                                          Beautiful range but the ground was like soup! 

While one group went off to find a zero at 300, the others were to have a go at pistol shooting. Then 
we swapped over during which our hosts provided a splendid lunch. A small presentation was held 
for the pistol shooters who would all have departed before the rifle shooting finished, and their chief 
organiser received a Bisley Bullet train print. After lunch the process was repeated, only with larger 
calibres of pistols. Alan's beginners luck proved the strongest, just pipping Jo, finishing with an 
average of 8.5 to about 6.5 for the rest of the team, but unfortunately not enough to carry the rest of 
Mick's team and David’s team levelled the series. With the rifle shooting being such a varied affair, 
some zeroing two rifles, some shooting 2+7, others just a few rounds, there was no reporting of 
scores, but it was noticed that Kenny had 103 ex 105 at 3, 6 and 9. 
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       Jo was pleased with her pistol prowess                                                              The girls help Kenny celebrate his good shooting

Monday 6th

A day of proper shooting! A one-day individual competition at 300, 600  and 700 (the 500 point was 
flooded) especially arranged by Stawell to get us used to the local way of doing things and to see 
the sort of competition we can expect. Well, the answer to the last one is STIFF. Competing for five 
badges generously sponsored by the Goldfields motel, local shooters took the top four. Our blushes 
were slightly spared by Jacqui, who took the badge for 5th place. It was valuable practice however, 
as the range officer gathered us all together several times to explain that “they won't let you get 
away with doing that at Sydney”. 
  

          
       A motley crew with a blond bewigged Jacqui
  
The day concluded with a visit to a local Winery in the evening, beginning with sparkling wine, 
then a barbecue and finally one of the most unusual wine tours anyone has ever been on. When 
invited to tour a winery, how many of you would expect to be wandering about a graveyard in the 
pitch black night, in the rain, and considering yourself lucky that you had a bin bag to wear! We 
never did discover why someone came on the tour with a roll of binbags in their pocket, but those 
that got one were very grateful. Bizarre, but fun!

                 
              The feast at the winery                                                               A good use for bin bags. Who had the presence of mind to
                                                                                                                      have a supply about his person?  Bizarre!
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Tuesday 7th

Arriving for the team match, we discovered that they were preparing us for some Australian tactics: 
the match would be at 700, 800, 900 and 1000, when we had reasonable elevations for only two of 
the distances! We were piped onto the firing point by the son of the hotel owner, and we formed two 
teams, Thistle and Saltire. Our organisation was sadly lacking and a slow start was made, our better 
team  dropping  23  from  7  firers.  The  Captain  and  Adj  offered  some  quiet(ish)  words  of 
‘encouragement’ and at 800 we finished within time and dropping 10 points. Richard was top score 
in one team with 196 and Mark in the other with 194. Jacqui and Alan also had 194 and with 
identical V counts. There were also an alarming number of low magpies appearing. Wimmera no1 
team won and we were second and third.

A splendid evening supper and prizegiving was held on the range and all were agreed that the 
hospitality we have received here was second to none; nothing was too much trouble for our hosts, 
even the markers drove further to pull targets for us than we usually consider driving to shoot at 
them! And the quality of the marking could show some of our Bisley markers a thing or two. 
The entertainment ran late into the evening back at the motel and it was here that the team war cry
was born.

     
                    The speeches at the end of a great couple of days                                  Lew proudly wearing his Quaich

       
          The adj had had a good day                                      Silly games on a Scottish tour? The very thought! 

Wednesday 8th

We left Stawell very early and arrived in Sydney some 13 hours later. (Why was there a submarine 
museum situated in the middle of a town miles from the sea?) A very long drive, but we all arrived 
safely with all the three vans no more than 20 minutes apart.

Thursday 9th

We went out to the range in the morning to see and explore it in daylight.
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        A nice touch to have the Saltire in the centre                                                      Anzac range, looking its most benign

Then we split into two main groups, one went off with Mark Buchanan, a well known local shooter 
and  friend of  several  members  of  the team,  for  a  driving tour  of  Sydney,  stopping for  a  very 
impressive lunch of oysters and Barramundi, the local fish delicacy. The other party walked over to 
Coogee and had a liquid lunch, liquid tiffin, liquid dinner and liquid nightcaps. They assured us that 
the karaoke was impressive.

                              
             The lunch with Mark and his friends                                                                     The morning after the karaoke

Friday 10th

An early start for the one day of practice which our hosts allowed us before the big match. After a 
somewhat  slow start  at  the first  distance,  the scoring was better  than previously.  Fairly benign 
conditions allowed us to sort out good wind zeros. The best news is that Eilidh's rifle, which was 
given a vigorous “team clean” last night, is showing that she really can shoot very well and her 
blunderbuss groups are a thing of the past. 

                                            Eilidh and her rifle having had a good day after its scrubbing

At 600m there was always the threat of rain in the air. We shot 700m after lunch and then curtailed 
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our 800m to only a few shots each to confirm elevation as the rain seemed about pour down. The 
rain front was preceded by a strong wind which came up very quickly. Some found that between the 
“Go On” and firing the wind had come up enough to blow the shot clean off the target! Sadly 
Dave's rifle succumbed to a failure and although he found the target at 800m with Mark's spare, he 
was unfortunately destined to be plotting tomorrow.

Saturday 11th

The day of the match. Regrettably we did not acquit ourselves very well at 300 as we dropped 30 
points to NSW's 10, so the match was effectively over there and then. The only highlight was 
Jacqui's 50.7. We fell another 7 points behind at 600, but won 700 by a point with both David and 
Richard making 50.6. 800m was very difficult and the Australians waited a very long time before 
starting, which clearly paid dividends as they again beat us by some 9 points. 

Final scores: NSW 1930.159  Scotland 1895.135
Our scores: David 194.16, Richard 194.15, Alan and Kenny 191.16, Mark 191.07, Jacqui 190.17, 
Sandy 189.17, Rupert 187.15 Henry 187.09 and Eilidh 181.07. Hamish and Jo did a marvellous job 
coaching in what were at times, to us, bewildering conditions. It was as well to have the next firer in 
position as we made use of several sighters out of sequence, and Jacqui and Sandy definitely took 
one for the team by leading off. The overall lesson is that one day's practice on a range like this is 
nowhere near enough.

         We were sad not to have done better                                                                   But our three cheers were sincere as we were 
                                                                                                    beaten fair and square

                                                        The teams and supporters after a good day’s sport

We were piped in to the presentation dinner and spread ourselves around the various tables. The 
evening ran along the usual lines with good food and drink in plentiful supply. After dinner and the 
speeches  (where  the  MC  had  discovered  our  team  war-cry  but  luckily  didn’t  understand  the 
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background to it) there was music for dancing. It started with an attempt at an eightsome reel where 
the dancers quickly exhausted the piper and he ran out of puff! There followed much, much more 
regular dancing and I doubt if the NSW presentation dinner has ever seen a night like it.  John 
Killian’s dancing is a wonder to behold!

Sunday 12th 
We were very generously taken to Broken Bay, where we were treated by John Fitzgerald and his 
cousin Pam at her lovely waterside home to a long and delicious barbie lunch in a beautiful spot. A 
wonderfully relaxing day in good company.

                         Relaxing at Broken Bay where there was plenty of drink, good food and excellent company 

Sadly we bade farewell to Jo and Jacqui who both had to return to work and whose presence had so 
added to the team’s wellbeing both on and off the range. 

Monday 13th

Another split-party day. Some went off with Mark Buchanan for more shooting, some got up late 
and played beach volleyball and some went for a day out in the Blue Mountains and some kangaroo 
spotting in the outskirts of Sydney, returning for the world's fastest change into no.1s  and out again 
to the ladies team's presentation dinner. Not as late as on Saturday, but great fun all the same.

Tuesday 14th

The shoot alongside the NSW v Queensland match was cancelled as there was no Queensland team. 
Our disappointment was soon assuaged as the heavens opened again.

The cultural quotient of the tour increased enormously when a party took in Mozart’s Marriage of 
Figaro at the Sydney Opera House. 

The hard work quotient increased as well as two volunteers weighed and batched all 2460 rounds of 
ammo for the whole team.

Wednesday 15th

The  individual shooting began in earnest. 2+10 at 300 and 500 and 2+15 at 600m. Sadly no-one 
from the team finished high enough to get a medal from Hamish, who was the guest presenter at the 
daily-prize giving. Alan was best placed and won $5 for team funds finishing 13th in the daily agg 
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with 2 off.

Alan 173.15
Sandy 172.14
Richard 169.21
Kenny 168.11
David 166.13
Henry 165.11
Mark 165.09
Dave 164.12
Hamish 164.08
Rupert 163.15
Mick 161.05
Eilidh 157.09

Thursday 16th

Yesterday's gentle breezes have been replaced with fiendish winds, which even a local described as 
the most brutal he's seen. At 600m there was only one 50 on the whole range; it would have been 
two had Alan not wound out his last for a 49, but still enough for second place. It just got harder at 
700m, and at 800m it was positively cruel. Even one of the Aussie Palma team was blown off the 
target. The better scores appeared later on in the detail, but a magnificent effort by Mick, our very 
popular honorary Scot, to finish with 72.03 dropping a magpie for his last to count was the star 
shoot of the day. The magpie was a costly error as he finished 4th at that distance. Richard made the 
next highest score in the team with a 70 to climb up to 17th on the leader board, just behind Alan on 
14th. Eilidh was tonight's guest presenter and we had our first recipient, Alan for his 2nd at 600m.

Friday 17th

Start of the Queens and the sun is still  shining even if the winds still  range from the gentle to 
downright diabolical. Alan was still leading our charge with a 146, but only by a point from David, 
Richard and Kenny. There was an afternoon club team match and we found sufficient members of 
each to field teams from the North London, London Scottish and West Atholl. London Scottish was 
top of our trio, but we were all well beaten by the locals.

Saturday 18th

Second day of the Queens. A bit tricky again this morning and Sandy was our leading light, having 
avoided all opportunities for losing points by cross firing or mysteriously being given misses that he 
had previously encountered. Also avoiding the many pitfalls was Hamish who was third among us 
today and Richard finished second by continuing his steady shooting.

Sunday 19th

Final day of shooting. The battle at the top was tight, as was the battle for top score in our team. In 
the Grand Agg it had boiled down to Alan and Richard. Richard had caught Alan on Friday and was 
in fact a few V bulls ahead. At 600m it seemed done and dusted as Richard had 50.7 to Alan's 47.6, 
however 800m is never easy. Alan shot first and managed a respectable 71 with a mysterious crow. 
Richard seemed to be throwing it away with a mysterious crow of his own and an outer, finishing 
with 68.3. It was however enough, finishing 4 v-bulls ahead of Alan in the Grand and a point clear 
in the Queens to take the overseas award. In honour of our hosts, many of the team had shot in their 
kilts, and the captain took pleasure in showing off his painted toenails to all who could bear the 
sight, but that is another story... The prizegiving was completed with many generous remarks on 
both sides and presentation by the Scottish Rifle Association of a large, slightly bent, quaich for 
NSW to allocate to an annual competition. A pipe band was on hand and a young girl did a beautiful 
Highland sword dance in our honour. Proceedings were wound up by a rendition of the team song, 
to the tune (sung rather tunelessly) of Flower of Scotland with words written by Dave (twice) 
followed by a rousing rendition of the team war cry.
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The painting of the captain’s toes. Why?            The pipe band played very well                   and this young lady was a star attraction

                            
             Some of the team prior to the prizegiving.                                                                 Even JK had his Scottish side!! A good 
                                                                                                             sport
Monday 20th

 A free day in Sydney to recover and to catch up with present shopping (or peace offerings) for 
those left at home. Also we discovered that there is considerable paperwork involved in leaving the 
country with your rifle which they don't tell you about when you arrive and Hamish and Alan spent 
a long time at customs dealing with much of the paperwork.

Tuesday 21st

Hamish and Alan had final dealings with customs as soon as they opened and they promised to have 
all  our  paperwork  at  the  airport  tomorrow.  They  returned  just  in  time  to  leave  for  the  team 
celebration cruise with some of our hosts aboard a yacht in Sydney harbour. The sun shone, the 
wine flowed, a perfect finale to a fantastic tour. Proceedings were completed by our own awards 
ceremony conducted by Dave, ensuring that no-one went unpunished! A suitable end to a wonderful 
day in marvellous company. Our hosts had been generous to a fault, and we had all had such fun. 
There is most definitely a very strong bond between the Scots and our Australian friends.

  
        Our boat arriving to pick us up                    The captain was very laid back                     but the food and drink were sublime
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Wednesday 22nd

Pack up and go home. Apart from a small hiatus at check-in where the amount of baggage was 
questioned by the agents and negotiated away by the Captain, we arrived home on Thursday, quite 
exhausted,  but  delighted to  have  been on what  was generally  reckoned to  have been the most 
enjoyable shooting tour ever. This report can barely do it justice, and there is only one possible 
word to describe it......Fantastic!

The war-cry
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